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Minn kota fortrex spot lock

11-15-2017, 13:54 #1 Hello everyone, I am updating my trolling engine for the 2018 season and am torn between the 80lb 24v 45 shaft minn kota terrova, which comes with a point lock and is priced at $1,719.95 or 112lb 36v 45 shaft minn kota fortex without point lock for $1,399.99. I am a tournament fisherman and my
old £70 maxxum was on its final leg. One of my main complaints was that 70 didn't handle the rough waters very well and would be very slow in the last couple of hours of the tournament. I'm afraid the 80 won't be strong enough, although I really like the concept of lock function. The 112 would certainly have enough
power, but I'd need to buy another battery. My ship is 18.6 feet stratos. I think I'd rather have terrova, but I wonder if anyone else has an 80 to 18ft boat and how well the charge holds up all day long fishing? #2 11-15-2017, 02:03 PM I have an 18'6 Triton with 80lb Fortrex running on two group 27 batteries. Battery me
through a 7-9 hour tournament without any problems if its very windy. But if I had a room for a third battery, I would go 36V in a heartbeat. I just don't have space because I have two power pole pumps in my battery compartment. It really depends on the water you're fishing for. Triton TR-186, Mercury Optimax 150 #3 11-
15-2017, 02:11 PM It will depend on how you fish and whether your 70 5 speed or variable speed. Although both are variable, the way MinnKota processes current is pulsating depending on the speed setting. so if you're using it at 50%, the trolling engine is only sending the current 50% of the time you're on the button
where the 5 speed is it's sending the current all the time you're on the button. With 80, you should be able to set the speed to a lower setting, so if, 40% of the 80 was the same as 50% of the 70, saving the battery running the same actual speed. You liken an electric ox to a carrier, so it's hard to tell which one suits you
best. Most guys that are used on footpedal ox don't like electric motors. For these guys, Ultrex is the answer. John BBC Sponsor since 2006: (870) 773-3474 Po - Thrs 8am - 5pm Central Friday 8am-12pm Garmin Certified Dealer and Installers: Call us for all your Garmin Electronics needs! ASC for: Garmin, Lowrance,
Minnkota, Humminbird and Powerpole. #4 11-15-2017, 04:23 PM Thanks for the answers guys. My maxxum was 5 speeds. After talking to a few friends I'm starting to think fortex is a better option for me. #5 11-15-2017, 05:07 PM Originally published as Thanks for the answers guys. My maxxum was 5 speeds. After
talking to a few friends I'm starting to think fortex is a better option for me. No offense to your friends, but they have no idea. Spotlock himself makes terro better than fortrex. Until I updated to Ultrex I ran terrova just because This new spotlock is great! Terrova takes some getting used to, but if you don't get terrova and
sometimes fish from the spotlock boat you'll be digging yourself. #6 11-15-2017, 05:46 PM I had terrova 112 and maxuum 74 before I had my ultrex, for me terrova is a terrible trolling engine if fish in tight areas and shallow water because of the very slow turning of the head and loud servo, I would always bumb into
things. So when I was hunting bass, I switched to Maxuum, and if I was hunting anything else in open water, I'd go back to terra. I was tired of switching back and forth between the two and sold both and got Ultrex when it first came out. Best trolling out there now in my opinion. If I had to choose between a fortrex and a
terrarium just for perch hunting, then my vote would be a mile for Fortrex. 2004 Stratos 295 Pro XL 2004 Mercury 3.0 L EFI 200 HP SN: 0T908560 Standard/Servicemaster Lower 859399T13 #7 11-15-2017, 06:45 I grew up on terrova and it was better in close proximity for control because there is no feedback on the
pedal, but I prefer my fortrex for shallow bass, terrova 80 will make the boat ok, but you may need new batteries. Also if you go for 112, you should get 3 batteries at the same time. On my friend's 18.5 bass ship it was 36v and it was stupid. Not worth the extra weight. Do you have an anchor? It could help trolling battery
life if you go with 80# terrova and you get a 54 shaft it will help battery life becaausr engine will not surface, so you can get with less power, also when I take my terrova wide open and 60 deployed my boat goes 3.4 mph, but when I only need it as much as it takes it only goes 2.8, my idea at that is that I'm pushing water
into the hull to do for hull speed equivalent to faster/=more drag. But when my engine is fully deployed, it moves through the water clean under the hull, so the hull speed is real speed and that's less resistance. So if it's all the way in I can use the slower settings to get the same result that equals more battery life Mercury
250 proxs 2B115089 #8 11-15-2017, 06:58 PM Hey esf ... have 189 VLO with 80lb Terrova running at a couple of AGMs without worrying... there are times of shallow/dock fishing I miss foot control, but deep plvec lines, dropoffs, etc., you'll like Spotlock the whole bunch! Sit at sea with 15-20 steady winds and you will
immediately fan the 2012 Stratos 189 VLO/150 Mercury Pro XS/MinnKota Terrova #9 11-16-2017, 10:42 One of my buddies said he was hunting with a man's terrarium, and that Terro's spot lock wasn't nearly as accurate as the ultrex. He also made the case that if something goes wrong there are a lot more fortrex out
there for spare parts. #10 11-16-2017, 07:10 PM I have 101 mk fortrex and this thing fly , does great in windy areas and does not drain the battery. In a few months I will have a new game hip ultrex point lock. SFC TAVALOZZI U.S. ARMY NATIONAL GUARD ....... HOOOAH! (20 YRS AND 2013 Silverado crew cab 4x4
1992 ranger 361v 175 h.p #11 11-16-2017, 22:17 Originally published as Esfbassman One of my friends said he hunted with a terro guy and that terro's spot lock is not nearly as accurate as ultrex. He also made the case that if something goes wrong there are a lot more fortrex out there for spare parts. That Terrova
could have been one of the older models? The spotlock on the new Terrov is the same as Ultrex. The new engine I think has BT in the model name. BT stands for Blue Tooth. #12 11-17-2017, 10:27 The latest generation is 10 times better than the old talk about terrov. Turns faster, path quieter, spot lock is so accurate.



get a new terrova 100%. It's a game changer and the best thing you can put on any boat. It really helps to catch a lot more fish and have a much better time on the water #13 11-18-2017, 10:54 Now I'm torn again between Terrova and fortrex lol. They will be very similar in price at the end of the day. I think as long as
terrova will stick around all day on two batteries and the point lock is updated it may be a better option. I also wouldn't have to install a third battery to run it. #14 11-20-2017, 01:49 I just installed a new terrarium and the point lock is now very accurate. Don't expect it to work like electric poles because the back of the boat
will swing to where you point into the wind, but once there you will be very well in place. If you come across strange wind angles or no wind at all, it's not that accurate, but still up to 5 feet. The only place I missed my cable drive was in the stump maze, but fishing out the bank was very comfortable, point, choose your
speed, and let autopilot do the rest, just making minor adjustments at times. It doesn't turn as fast as the cable steering wheel and makes a slight noise (not at all), but I'm more than happy with it. As far as battery life goes I hunted from about 6am to 5pm yesterday in 20mph winds and the engine was never weak at all. If
possible, try to find someone with one to try as the electric ox is very different. #15 11-21-2017, 12:14 PM Thanks for the 41bass reply, definitely some good insight and information. I think terro's going to be a move for me. You hardly have to mess with it when you're fishing at the bank, it seems kind of nice. Do you have
an 80 pound move? How long is your ship? Last edited by esfbassman; 11-21-2017 at 12:22 PM. #16 11-22-2017, 07:17 Another big thumbs up for Terrova, Auto Pilot and point lock are game changers, your foot is rarely on the pedal because you can control all the features with a remote control that allows you to move
anywhere on the boat to hunt for different angles. I've always had some here who complain about shallow water stump fishing, all I can say is that I fish Stick Marsh often can navigate the stumps as well as my friend with his cable to drive, he is forced to be glued to the pedal all the time to give me that he would scum. I
think it pretty much comes down to what you're used to, plus 360 degrees of rotation comes in in return when you're trying to sleep out of some tricky situations. #17 11-23-2017, 1:21 a.m. It's pulling me at about 2.5 mph. It also has a soft start, so if you have it for maximum performance, it builds strength instead of
instant jerk. Fortrex may have it too, but not sure TrollingMotors.net first started shipping the refurbished Minn Kota i-Pilot models in November and we made a point of reaching out and keeping in touch with some of the first buyers to hear what they had to say. Overall, the feedback is 100% positive on the redesigned i-
Pilot system. Specifically, everyone reports that the spot-lock function, sometimes referred to as an anchor lock, is significantly better. While pre-2017 models sometimes tended to drift up to 20' from the point lock position and then overcompensated when trying to navigate back to position, the 2017 models hold their
spots almost drift-free! We've talked to at least a dozen fishermen and they all report variation on the same thing: Spot-lock really keeps you right on target – incredible! In addition, fishermen report enthusiasm for the new jog function, which allows you to move the boat five feet in any direction outside the point lock
position due to the new direction sensor. The title sensor is actually a digital compass, powered by one of your existing 12V batteries and communicating directly with the engine via Bluetooth. It is a great tool to chase moving fish, or to move slowly along the ledge, or for nearby point-to-point navigation. The 2017 Minn
Kota i-Pilot also comes with enhanced memory, which now allows you to store up to 16 different point locks and iTracks. It also features a newly redesigned remote control with extended screen size and better overall visibility in the sun. Minn Kota was convinced of the redesigned i-Pilot, but it was great to hear direct
feedback from fishermen out on the water actually using these new products. Products.
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